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WEEK 5: Sunday, 28 January - Saturday, 3 February 2024 - ALL MARKETS

Date Start Time Genre Title TV Guide Text Country Language Year Repeat Classification
Consumer 

Advice
Closed 

Captions
Subtitles

Audio 
Description

2024-01-28 0515 Drama Hearts Beat Loud
Hearts Beat Loud is the story of a one-time musician who owns a struggling record store in Red Hook, 
Brooklyn, and forms an unlikely band with his daughter the summer before she is set to leave for college. 
Directed by Brett Haley and stars Nick Offerman, Kiersey Clemons and Blythe Danner.

USA English-100 2018 RPT PG a d l Y

2024-01-28 0705 Drama Frantz

In the aftermath of World War I, a young German woman travels to the grave of her fiance in France, 
where she finds a mysterious Frenchman who has come to pay his respects. Nominated for 11 Cesar 
Awards in 2017, including Best Film and Best Director. Directed by François Ozon and stars Pierre Niney and 
Paula Beer.

FRANCE
French-50; 
German-50

2016 RPT PG a v Y

2024-01-28 0910 Science Fiction Alone In Space

In a not too distant future, the giant spacecraft Svea travels through space with only two passengers - 
twelve-year-old Gladys and her little brother Keaton. The children have fled from a broken Earth and are 
heading towards the distant planet Vial. But everything changes when something unknown crashes into the 
Svea - and suddenly they are not alone anymore!

SWEDEN Swedish-100 2018 RPT PG l v Y

2024-01-28 1040 Comedy Looking For Alibrandi
At seventeen, Josie, a scholarship highschooler, deals with pressures from her final year at her prestigious 
school and at home. Her life is turned upside down as her relationships and familial secrets begin to rise to 
the surface. Directed by Kate Woods, starring Pia Miranda, Anthony LaPaglia, Greta Scacchi.

AUSTRALIA
English-50; Italian-

50
2000 RPT M a l s Y

2024-01-28 1235 Comedy Charlie and Boots

After the death of his wife, Charlie (Paul Hogan) loses his desire to live. His son Boots (Shane Jacobson) 
becomes frustrated with his father but convinces him to put their differences aside and head off on the road 
trip of a lifetime - from regional Victoria to the Cape York Peninsula. Along the way, they overcome many 
challenges to reach their lifelong dream - to fish off the northern most tip of Australia.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2009 RPT M l Y Y

2024-01-28 1430 Drama Rabbit-Proof Fence

The controversial topic of the Stolen Generation is played out in this true story about three young 
Aboriginal girls. Taken from their home in 1931 and separated from their mothers, they are sent to a 
remote settlement 2000 kms away. In response, they attempt the impossible and embark on a daring 
escape and epic journey to find their way back home - across an unforgiving landscape that will test their 
very will to survive. Stars Everlyn Sampi and Tianna Sansbury.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2002 RPT PG q Y Y Y

2024-01-28 1615
Action 
Adventure

Capricorn One

When the first manned flight to Mars is deemed unsafe and scrubbed on the launch pad, anxious NASA 
authorities must scramble to save face and retain their funding - and so an unthinkable plot to fake a 
Martian landing is hatched. However, the plan is compromised when an ambitious journalist discovers the 
conspiracy. Directed by Peter Hyams and stars James Brolin, Elliott Gould and Brenda Vacarro.

USA English-100 1977 RPT PG a l v Y Y

2024-01-28 1830 Drama Coco Avant Chanel
Amelie star Audrey Tautou stars as legendary fashion designer Coco Chanel in this biopic from director 
Anne Fontaine. The story follows Coco's rise from obscure beginnings as a seamstress to the top of the 
Parisian fashion world. Also stars Benoit Poelvoorde and Alessandro Nivola.

FRANCE
English-50; French-

50
2009 RPT PG l s Y

2024-01-28 2030 Drama
The Worst Person In The 
World

SUMMER OF MOVIES
This story about self-discovery centres on a young woman who struggles to find her career path after 
getting through a troubled love life. Directed by Joachim Trier, starring Renate Reinsve, Anders Danielsen 
Lie, Herbert Nordrum.

NORWAY Norwegian-100 2021 MA d n s 



2024-01-28 2255 Drama The August Virgin CENTREPIECE
Eva isn't satisfied with her life. In an act of faith, she decides to stay in Madrid over the summer, when all 
the other locals leave. August offers her a chance to start from scratch. Directed by Jonas Trueba, stars 
Itsaso Arana, Vito Sanz, Isabelle Stoffel.

SPAIN
English-50; Spanish-

50
2019 MA s Y

2024-01-28 2515 Thriller Infinite Storm
When a rescue volunteer gets caught in a blizzard, she encounters a stranded stranger and must face many 
obstacles to get them both down the mountain before nightfall. Directed by Malgorzata Szumowska and 
Michal Englert, starring Naomi Watts, Billy Howle, Denis O'Hare.

POLAND English-100 2022 RPT M a l n Y Y

2024-01-28 2700 Drama The Drover's Wife
Molly Johnson's husband is away droving sheep, leaving her alone to care for their four children in the 
remote Snowy Mountains. Despite being heavily pregnant, Molly must keep various threats, from nature 
and other people, at bay. Directed, written, and starring Leah Purcell, Rob Collins, Sam Reid.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2021 RPT MA a v Y Y

2024-01-29 0500 Drama Creation

Torn between faith and science, and suffering hallucinations, English naturalist Charles Darwin struggles to 
find a balance between his revolutionary theories on evolution and maintaining his relationship with his 
religious wife, whose faith contradicts his work. Directed by Jon Amiel and stars Paul Bettany, Jennifer 
Connelly and Ian Kelly.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2009 RPT PG a Y Y

2024-01-29 0700 Drama Wide Open Sky

Wide Open Sky is an uplifting documentary about a children's choir in a remote corner of outback Australia. 
Out here, footy is king and music education is rare as rain. The children travel far from home to music camp 
to prepare for a big concert in Coonamble. They have three days to learn a demanding repertoire. The film 
follows four primary-aged children brave enough to dream big - and reminds us why no child, anywhere, 
should grow up without music.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2015 RPT G Y

2024-01-29 0835
Action 
Adventure

Capricorn One

When the first manned flight to Mars is deemed unsafe and scrubbed on the launch pad, anxious NASA 
authorities must scramble to save face and retain their funding - and so an unthinkable plot to fake a 
Martian landing is hatched. However, the plan is compromised when an ambitious journalist discovers the 
conspiracy. Directed by Peter Hyams and stars James Brolin, Elliott Gould and Brenda Vacarro.

USA English-100 1977 RPT PG a l v Y Y

2024-01-29 1050 Drama An Education

London, 1961.  Smart, attractive 16-year-old Jenny finds her traditional education replaced by something 
slightly more sinister when an older, more worldly suitor sweeps her off of her feet while placing her future 
in jeopardy. Nominated for three Academy Awards in 2010, including Best Picture. Directed by Lone 
Scherfig and stars Carey Mulligan, Peter Sarsgaard and Alfred Molina.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2009 RPT M a Y Y

2024-01-29 1235 Comedy
Antoinette In The 
Cevennes

Teacher Antoinette is looking forward to a holiday with her lover. To her horror, however, he cancels on her 
and takes his family to the mountains. When she follows him, she ends up on a trekking tour with a donkey.

BELGIUM French-100 2020 RPT M s Y

2024-01-29 1420 Comedy The Producers

Max Bialystock, a down-on-his-luck theatrical producer, is forced to romance rich old ladies to finance his 
efforts. When timid accountant Leo Bloom reviews Max's accounting books, the two hit upon a way to 
make a fortune by producing a sure-fire flop. The play which is to be their gold mine? 'Springtime for Hitler'. 
Directed by Mel Brooks and stars Gene Wilder, Zero Mostel and Estelle Winwood.

USA English-100 1968 RPT PG s v Y

2024-01-29 1600 Drama The Chaperone

Set in the early 1920s, this is a coming-of-age story centring on the relationship between the young, free-
spirited and soon-to-be-famous Louise Brooks (Haley Lu Richardson) and her tee-totalling chaperone 
(Elizabeth McGovern). On their journey from the conservative confines of Kansas to the flash and sizzle of 
New York City, both women are driven by a kindred desire for self-discovery and liberation from the past.

USA English-100 2018 RPT PG a l s Y



2024-01-29 1800 Drama On A Clear Day

After losing his job at a Glasgow shipyard, 50-year-old Frank (Peter Mullan) has few prospects and little 
hope. A casual remark by a buddy (Billy Boyd) inspires him to find a new purpose - to swim the English 
Channel. Accompanied by his closest friends, Frank sets forth on a training regimen that will help him 
achieve his goal.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2005 RPT PG a l Y

2024-01-29 1950 Drama The One I Love
On the brink of separation, Ethan and Sophie escape to a beautiful vacation house for a weekend getaway 
to save their marriage. What begins as a romantic and fun retreat soon becomes surreal when an 
unexpected discovery forces the two to examine themselves, their relationship, and their future.

USA English-100 2014 RPT M d l s Y

2024-01-29 2130 Comedy The Big Hit FRENCH COLLECTION
An actor past his prime gives drama lessons to prisoners in an attempt to stage, 'Waiting for Godot.' An 
uplifting comedy inspired by true events is directed by Emmanuel Courcol, starring Kad Merad, David Ayala, 
Lamine Cissokho.

FRANCE French-100 2020 M l n s Y

2024-01-29 2330
Action 
Adventure

Keep Going FRENCH COLLECTION
Sybille has persuaded her adult son Samuel to come on a trek in the hope of finding a new rapport, but 
challenges await, as much from their own personalities as from the arduous landscape. Directed by Joachim 
Lafosse, starring Virginie Efira, Kacey Mottet Klein, Marting Diego.

BELGIUM French-100 2018 M a l v Y

2024-01-29 2505 Horror Patient Zero

In this pandemic thriller, humanity is battling intelligent, adrenaline-fuelled creatures born from a viral super-
strain. After being bitten, human survivor Morgan (Matt Smith) realises he is asymptomatic and can 
communicate with the infected, leading the last survivors on a hunt for Patient Zero and a cure. Directed by 
Stefan Ruzowitzky and also stars Natalie Dormer and Stanley Tucci.

USA English-100 2018 MA a v Y

2024-01-29 2640 Drama
The Worst Person In The 
World

This story about self-discovery centres on a young woman who struggles to find her career path after 
getting through a troubled love life. Directed by Joachim Trier, starring Renate Reinsve, Anders Danielsen 
Lie, Herbert Nordrum.

NORWAY Norwegian-100 2021 MA d n s 

2024-01-30 0500
Action 
Adventure

Capricorn One

When the first manned flight to Mars is deemed unsafe and scrubbed on the launch pad, anxious NASA 
authorities must scramble to save face and retain their funding - and so an unthinkable plot to fake a 
Martian landing is hatched. However, the plan is compromised when an ambitious journalist discovers the 
conspiracy. Directed by Peter Hyams and stars James Brolin, Elliott Gould and Brenda Vacarro.

USA English-100 1977 RPT PG a l v Y Y

2024-01-30 0715 Comedy The Producers

Max Bialystock, a down-on-his-luck theatrical producer, is forced to romance rich old ladies to finance his 
efforts. When timid accountant Leo Bloom reviews Max's accounting books, the two hit upon a way to 
make a fortune by producing a sure-fire flop. The play which is to be their gold mine? 'Springtime for Hitler'. 
Directed by Mel Brooks and stars Gene Wilder, Zero Mostel and Estelle Winwood.

USA English-100 1968 RPT PG s v Y

2024-01-30 0855 Drama On A Clear Day

After losing his job at a Glasgow shipyard, 50-year-old Frank (Peter Mullan) has few prospects and little 
hope. A casual remark by a buddy (Billy Boyd) inspires him to find a new purpose - to swim the English 
Channel. Accompanied by his closest friends, Frank sets forth on a training regimen that will help him 
achieve his goal.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2005 RPT PG a l Y

2024-01-30 1045 Comedy The Big Hit
An actor past his prime gives drama lessons to prisoners in an attempt to stage, 'Waiting for Godot.' An 
uplifting comedy inspired by true events is directed by Emmanuel Courcol, starring Kad Merad, David Ayala, 
Lamine Cissokho.

FRANCE French-100 2020 RPT M l n s Y

2024-01-30 1245 Drama
Wheel Of Fortune And 
Fantasy

An unexpected love triangle, a failed seduction trap and an encounter that results from a misunderstanding, 
told in three movements to depict three female characters and trace the trajectories between their choices 
and regrets.

JAPAN Japanese-100 2021 RPT M a s Y



2024-01-30 1500 Magazine The Movie Show
Megan Spencer, Jaimie Leonarder and Fenella Kernebone present reviews, interviews and an insider's view 
of the world of movies, while Marc Fennell reviews new-release DVDs.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2004 RPT PG a s Y

2024-01-30 1530 Drama Creation

Torn between faith and science, and suffering hallucinations, English naturalist Charles Darwin struggles to 
find a balance between his revolutionary theories on evolution and maintaining his relationship with his 
religious wife, whose faith contradicts his work. Directed by Jon Amiel and stars Paul Bettany, Jennifer 
Connelly and Ian Kelly.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2009 RPT PG a Y Y

2024-01-30 1730 Comedy Lady L

Academy Award winner Sophia Loren stars with Paul Newman as the stunningly beautiful, charming and 
ribald Lady L. At the end of a long, adventurous life, Lady Lousie Lendale (Loren) tells the story of her rise 
from laundress to mistress of gambler and anarchist Armand Denis (Newman), before marrying the suave 
aristocrat Lord 'Dicky' Lendale (David Niven) in this sexy comedy.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1965 RPT PG a n 

2024-01-30 1930 Drama Certified Copy

While touring Tuscany, Italy, to promote his new book James meets French store owner Elle and the two hit 

it off and decide to spend a Sunday together. They travel to a nearby town, get coffee, visit a museum and 
pretend to be recently married in what turns out to be a popular wedding destination. As these two 
strangers get to know each other, however, it becomes clear there's more to their new relationship than 
meets the eye. Directed by Abbas Kiarostami, starring Juliette Binoche and William Shimell.

FRANCE
French-70; English-

15; Italian-15
2010 RPT M l Y

2024-01-30 2130 Drama Madeleine Collins FRENCH COLLECTION
Judith leads a double life between Switzerland and France. There is Abdel, with whom she is raising a little 
girl, and on the other hand there is Melvil, with whom she has two older boys. Directed by Antoine Barraud, 
stars Virginie Efira, Bruno Salomone, Jacqueline Bisset.

FRANCE French-100 2021 M a l Y

2024-01-30 2330 Drama Everything Went Fine FRENCH COLLECTION
When an elderly father ends up hospitalised from a stroke, he asks his daughter to help end his life. Directed 
by Francois Ozon, starring Sophie Marceau, Andre Dussollier, Geraldine Pailhas.

FRANCE French-100 2021 MA v Y

2024-01-30 2535 Mystery / Crime Blood
A thriller charting the moral collapse of a police family. Two police detective brothers, smothered by the 
shadow of their former police chief father, must investigate a crime they themselves have committed. 
Directed by Nick Murphy and stars Paul Bettany, Stephen Graham and Mark Strong.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2014 RPT MA l v Y

2024-01-30 2715 Drama The One I Love
On the brink of separation, Ethan and Sophie escape to a beautiful vacation house for a weekend getaway 
to save their marriage. What begins as a romantic and fun retreat soon becomes surreal when an 
unexpected discovery forces the two to examine themselves, their relationship, and their future.

USA English-100 2014 RPT M d l s Y

2024-01-30 2855 Magazine The Movie Show
Megan Spencer, Jaimie Leonarder and Fenella Kernebone present reviews, interviews and an insider's view 
of the world of movies, while Marc Fennell reviews new-release DVDs.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2004 RPT M s Y

2024-01-31 0525 Drama The Chaperone

Set in the early 1920s, this is a coming-of-age story centring on the relationship between the young, free-
spirited and soon-to-be-famous Louise Brooks (Haley Lu Richardson) and her tee-totalling chaperone 
(Elizabeth McGovern). On their journey from the conservative confines of Kansas to the flash and sizzle of 
New York City, both women are driven by a kindred desire for self-discovery and liberation from the past.

USA English-100 2018 RPT PG a l s Y

2024-01-31 0725 Family Binti
Twelve-year-old Binti was born in the Congo but has lived with her father Jovial in Belgium since she was a 
baby. Despite not having any legal documents, Binti wants to live a normal life, and dreams of becoming a 
famous vlogger like her idol Tatyana. Directed by Frederike Bigom and stars Bebel Tshiani Baloji.

BELGIUM Dutch-100 2019 RPT PG a l Y



2024-01-31 0905 Comedy Modern Times

Charlie Chaplin bids farewell to the Little Tramp and to silent comedy with this funny and poignant 
masterpiece. Using his trademark and unrivalled gift for physical comedy, Chaplin unveils a brilliant spoof 
on the industrial age that is as stinging today as it was on its release in 1936. Also stars Paulette Goddard 
and Henry Bergman.

USA English-100 1936 RPT PG

2024-01-31 1040
Action 
Adventure

Keep Going
Sybille has persuaded her adult son Samuel to come on a trek in the hope of finding a new rapport, but 
challenges await, as much from their own personalities as from the arduous landscape. Directed by Joachim 
Lafosse, starring Virginie Efira, Kacey Mottet Klein, Marting Diego.

BELGIUM French-100 2018 RPT M a l v Y

2024-01-31 1215 Drama The One I Love
On the brink of separation, Ethan and Sophie escape to a beautiful vacation house for a weekend getaway 
to save their marriage. What begins as a romantic and fun retreat soon becomes surreal when an 
unexpected discovery forces the two to examine themselves, their relationship, and their future.

USA English-100 2014 RPT M d l s Y

2024-01-31 1355 Drama On A Clear Day

After losing his job at a Glasgow shipyard, 50-year-old Frank (Peter Mullan) has few prospects and little 

hope. A casual remark by a buddy (Billy Boyd) inspires him to find a new purpose - to swim the English 
Channel. Accompanied by his closest friends, Frank sets forth on a training regimen that will help him 
achieve his goal.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2005 RPT PG a l Y

2024-01-31 1545 Family Little Nicolas

Eight-year-old Nicolas has a happy life, with loving parents and great friends, and wants nothing to change. 
However, when he accidentally overhears mum and dad talking about a new baby brother, his world turns 
upside down. Will they abandon him to make room for the little stranger? Directed by Laurent Tirard and 
stars Maxime Godart, Valerie Lemercier and Kad Merad.

BELGIUM French-100 2009 RPT PG Y

2024-01-31 1725 Drama From Here To Eternity

Refusing to join the company boxing team gets Robert Prewitt, a soldier in Sgt. Milton Warden's outfit, 
ostracised by his fellow soldiers save one, Pvt. Angelo Maggio. While Prewitt falls in love with prostitute 
Alma Lorene and Warden carries on an affair with the wife of their company commander, Maggio goes 
AWOL. Stars Montgomery Clift, Burt Lancaster, Frank Sinatra, Donna Reed.

USA English-100 1953 RPT PG a l v 

2024-01-31 1935 Drama The Current War

The Current War is the story of the rivalry between the greatest inventors of the industrial age over whose 
electrical system would power the new century. Backed by J.P. Morgan, Thomas Edison dazzles the world 
by lighting Manhattan. But George Westinghouse, aided by Nikola Tesla, has discovered fatal flaws in 
Edison's direct current design. Directed by Alfonso Gomez-Rejon and stars Benedict Cumberbatch, Michael 
Shannon, Nicoulas Hoult and Matthew Macfayden.

USA
English-90; Spanish-

10
2017 RPT M a Y Y

2024-01-31 2130 Drama Delicious FRENCH COLLECTION
1789, just before the French Revolution. With the help of a young woman, a chef opens the first restaurant 
in France. Directed by Eric Besnard, starring Gregory Gadebois, Benjamin Lavernhe, Isabelle Carre.

BELGIUM French-100 2021 M a s Y

2024-01-31 2335 Drama Summer Of '85 FRENCH COLLECTION
When Alexis capsizes off the coast of France, David comes to the rescue and opens his eyes to a new 
horizon of friendship, art and sexual bliss. Directed by Francois Ozon, starring Felix Lefebvre, Benjamin 
Voisin, Philippine Velge.

FRANCE French-100 2020 MA a Y

2024-01-31 2530 Biography Gotti
Defined by a particular set of values, famed gangster, John Joseph Gotti ascended the ranks of New York's 
Italian mob with a lethal and effective loyalty. This biographical crime film is directed by Kevin Connolly, 
starring John Travolta, Spencer Lofranco, Kelly Preston.

USA English-100 2018 RPT MA l v Y Y

2024-01-31 2735 Drama
Wheel Of Fortune And 
Fantasy

An unexpected love triangle, a failed seduction trap and an encounter that results from a misunderstanding, 
told in three movements to depict three female characters and trace the trajectories between their choices 
and regrets.

JAPAN Japanese-100 2021 RPT M a s Y



2024-02-01 0550 Magazine The Movie Show
Megan Spencer, Jaimie Leonarder and Fenella Kernebone present reviews, interviews and an insider's view 
of the world of movies, while Marc Fennell reviews new-release DVDs.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2004 RPT PG a Y

2024-02-01 0620 Drama From Here To Eternity

Refusing to join the company boxing team gets Robert Prewitt, a soldier in Sgt. Milton Warden's outfit, 
ostracised by his fellow soldiers save one, Pvt. Angelo Maggio. While Prewitt falls in love with prostitute 
Alma Lorene and Warden carries on an affair with the wife of their company commander, Maggio goes 
AWOL. Stars Montgomery Clift, Burt Lancaster, Frank Sinatra, Donna Reed.

USA English-100 1953 RPT PG a l v 

2024-02-01 0830 Family Little Nicolas

Eight-year-old Nicolas has a happy life, with loving parents and great friends, and wants nothing to change. 
However, when he accidentally overhears mum and dad talking about a new baby brother, his world turns 
upside down. Will they abandon him to make room for the little stranger? Directed by Laurent Tirard and 
stars Maxime Godart, Valerie Lemercier and Kad Merad.

BELGIUM French-100 2009 RPT PG Y

2024-02-01 1010 Drama Madeleine Collins

Judith leads a double life between Switzerland and France. There is Abdel, with whom she is raising a little 

girl, and on the other hand there is Melvil, with whom she has two older boys. Directed by Antoine Barraud, 
stars Virginie Efira, Bruno Salomone, Jacqueline Bisset.

FRANCE French-100 2021 RPT M a l Y

2024-02-01 1210 Drama Certified Copy

While touring Tuscany, Italy, to promote his new book James meets French store owner Elle and the two hit 
it off and decide to spend a Sunday together. They travel to a nearby town, get coffee, visit a museum and 
pretend to be recently married in what turns out to be a popular wedding destination. As these two 
strangers get to know each other, however, it becomes clear there's more to their new relationship than 
meets the eye. Directed by Abbas Kiarostami, starring Juliette Binoche and William Shimell.

FRANCE
French-70; English-

15; Italian-15
2010 RPT M l Y

2024-02-01 1410 Family Binti
Twelve-year-old Binti was born in the Congo but has lived with her father Jovial in Belgium since she was a 
baby. Despite not having any legal documents, Binti wants to live a normal life, and dreams of becoming a 
famous vlogger like her idol Tatyana. Directed by Frederike Bigom and stars Bebel Tshiani Baloji.

BELGIUM Dutch-100 2019 RPT PG a l Y

2024-02-01 1550 Drama Fried Green Tomatoes

During one of middle-aged housewife Evelyn Couch's Wednesday nursing home visits, she encounters Ninny 
Threadgoode, a colourful old woman who brightens Evelyn's outlook by sharing tales from her past. As 
Ninny recounts the exploits of her free-spirited sister-in-law Idgie in the 1920s, and the bond Idgie shared 
with her friend Ruth, Evelyn gains the confidence to change her own life for the better. Stars Kathy Bates 
and Jessica Tandy.

USA English-100 1991 RPT PG a l s v w Y

2024-02-01 1815 Comedy Sometimes Always Never

Sharp of both suit and vocabulary, Bill Nighy is winningly deadpan as Scrabble-obsessed Merseyside tailor 
Alan, whose eldest son Michael stormed out of the house after a particularly heated round of the popular 
board game, never to return. Years later, Alan and his other son Peter (Sam Riley) continue the search while 
trying to repair their own strained relationship.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2018 RPT PG a s Y Y

2024-02-01 1955 Comedy Blow Dry
SBS WORLD MOVIES 
PREMIERE

A hilarious story about love, happiness - and great hair! As the 2000 National Hair Championships descend 
upon a small town in England, the country's top stylists aren't expecting much from the local talent. But 
they didn't count on Phil Allen, the retired golden boy of the competition circuit, entering the fray! Stars 
Alan Rickman, Natasha Richardson and Bill Nighy.

USA English-100 2001 M a l s 

2024-02-01 2130 Drama Farewell, Mr. Haffman FRENCH COLLECTION
In 1942 Paris, a jeweller's assistant and his employer must face German occupation. They both are forced to 
strike a deal which, over the following months, will upend the fate of all concerned. Directed by Fred 
Cavaye, starring Daniel Auteuil, Gilles Lellouche, Sara Giraudeau.

BELGIUM French-100 2021 M a v Y

2024-02-01 2340 Drama Another World FRENCH COLLECTION
Philippe and his wife are separating, their love irretrievably damaged by the pressures of work. Directed by 
Stephane Brize, starring Vincent Lindon, Sandrine Kiberlain, Anthony Bajon.

FRANCE French-100 2021 M l Y



2024-02-01 2530 Horror
The Curse Of Audrey 
Earnshaw

An isolated and devout community ravaged by a plague becomes increasingly suspicious of a woman and 
her beautiful daughter who remains untouched by any disease. As tensions and anger mount, the townsfolk 
confront the pair whom they believe have made a pact with the devil. Directed by Thomas Robert Lee and 
stars Catherine Walker, Jessica Reynolds and Jared Abrahamson.

CANADA English-100 2020 RPT MA a v 

2024-02-01 2715
Documentary 
Feature

Mad Max Fans: Beyond 
The Wasteland

Beyond the Wasteland follows fans from around the world who go to extraordinary lengths in the name of 
Mad Max. Transporting us into the world of Mad Max, we explore the eccentric world of the fans, their 
costumes, and their machines as these oddball fans find their place amongst the Mad Max community. 

AUSTRALIA English-100 2021 RPT M l Y Y Y

2024-02-02 0500 Comedy Modern Times

Charlie Chaplin bids farewell to the Little Tramp and to silent comedy with this funny and poignant 
masterpiece. Using his trademark and unrivalled gift for physical comedy, Chaplin unveils a brilliant spoof 
on the industrial age that is as stinging today as it was on its release in 1936. Also stars Paulette Goddard 
and Henry Bergman.

USA English-100 1936 PG

2024-02-02 0635 Comedy Sometimes Always Never

Sharp of both suit and vocabulary, Bill Nighy is winningly deadpan as Scrabble-obsessed Merseyside tailor 
Alan, whose eldest son Michael stormed out of the house after a particularly heated round of the popular 

board game, never to return. Years later, Alan and his other son Peter (Sam Riley) continue the search while 
trying to repair their own strained relationship.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2018 PG a s Y Y

2024-02-02 0815 Family Hacker

Thirteen-year-old Benjamin is not only a highly skilled hacker, but also a teenager who is highly distrustful of 
others following the loss of his mother seven years earlier. When he discovers that his mother didn't die in 
an accident as he was led to believe, he makes up his mind to investigate the matter and to find out what 
really happened to her. Stars Rumle Kaersa and Josephine Hojbjerg.

DENMARK Danish-100 2019 PG a l Y

2024-02-02 1000 Drama Delicious
1789, just before the French Revolution. With the help of a young woman, a chef opens the first restaurant 
in France. Directed by Eric Besnard, starring Gregory Gadebois, Benjamin Lavernhe, Isabelle Carre.

BELGIUM French-100 2021 M a s Y

2024-02-02 1205 Drama The Current War

The Current War is the story of the rivalry between the greatest inventors of the industrial age over whose 
electrical system would power the new century. Backed by J.P. Morgan, Thomas Edison dazzles the world 
by lighting Manhattan. But George Westinghouse, aided by Nikola Tesla, has discovered fatal flaws in 
Edison's direct current design. Directed by Alfonso Gomez-Rejon and stars Benedict Cumberbatch, Michael 
Shannon, Nicoulas Hoult and Matthew Macfayden.

USA
English-90; Spanish-

10
2017 RPT M a Y Y

2024-02-02 1400 Drama From Here To Eternity

Refusing to join the company boxing team gets Robert Prewitt, a soldier in Sgt. Milton Warden's outfit, 
ostracised by his fellow soldiers save one, Pvt. Angelo Maggio. While Prewitt falls in love with prostitute 
Alma Lorene and Warden carries on an affair with the wife of their company commander, Maggio goes 
AWOL. Stars Montgomery Clift, Burt Lancaster, Frank Sinatra, Donna Reed.

USA English-100 1953 RPT PG a l v 

2024-02-02 1610 Drama Menashe
Performed entirely in Yiddish, a language not used in cinema for many decades, MENASHE follows a kind, 
hapless grocery store clerk as he struggles to make ends meet and responsibly parent his young son, Rieven. 
Directed, Joshua Z Weinstein, starring Menashe Lustig, Ruben Niborski, Yoel Weisshaus.

ISRAEL
Yiddish-33.34; 
English-33.33; 
Spanish-33.33

2017 RPT PG a Y

2024-02-02 1740 Drama Nights In Rodanthe
SBS WORLD MOVIES 
PREMIERE

Paul is a doctor who has come to try to reconcile with his estranged son. Adrienne is trying to decide 
whether or not to stay in her unhappy marriage. Sparks fly when the two first cross paths. Directed by 
George C Wolfe, starring Richard Gere, Chris Meloni, Viola Davis.

USA English-100 2008 PG a l s 



2024-02-02 1930 Comedy French Exit

'My plan was to die before the money ran out,' says 60-year-old penniless Manhattan socialite Frances 
Price (Michelle Pfeiffer), but things didn't go as planned. Her husband Franklin has been dead for 12 years 
and with his vast inheritance gone, she cashes in the last of her possessions and resolves to live out her 
twilight days anonymously in a borrowed apartment in Paris, accompanied by her directionless son 
Malcolm (Lucas Hedges) and a cat named Small Frank - who may or may not embody the spirit of Frances's 
dead husband.

CANADA English-100 2020 RPT M a l s Y Y

2024-02-02 2135 Drama Haute Couture FRENCH COLLECTION
Esther, the Head Seamstress at Dior Avenue Montaigne get her handbag stolen by Jade, a 20-year-old-
woman. Instead of turning her in to the police, she decides to mentor Jade and pass on her skills. Directed 
and written by Sylvie Ohayon, starring Nathalie Baye, Lyna Khoudri, Pascale Arbillot.

FRANCE French-100 2021 M a l s Y

2024-02-02 2330 Comedy A Mermaid In Paris FRENCH COLLECTION
A hopeless romantic finds his life in danger when he ends up falling in love with a beautiful mermaid. 
Directed by Mathias Malzieu, starring Nicolas Duvauchelle, Marilyn Lima, Rossy de Palma.

FRANCE French-100 2020 M a n Y

2024-02-02 2530 Biography I'm Not There

Inspired by the life and songs of Bob Dylan, I'm Not There attempts to capture the essence of the elusive 
musical genius. Six different actors, including Heath Ledger, Christian Bale, Richard Gere and Oscar nominee 
Cate Blanchett, each embody part of the Dylan legend: from Greenwich Village folk singer to electric guitar 
trailblazer to born-again preacher. Directed by Academy Award-nominated writer/director Todd 

CANADA English-100 2007 RPT M l s Y Y Y

2024-02-02 2800 Drama Another World
Philippe and his wife are separating, their love irretrievably damaged by the pressures of work. Directed by 
Stephane Brize, starring Vincent Lindon, Sandrine Kiberlain, Anthony Bajon.

FRANCE French-100 2021 RPT M l Y

2024-02-03 0550 Drama Fried Green Tomatoes

During one of middle-aged housewife Evelyn Couch's Wednesday nursing home visits, she encounters Ninny 
Threadgoode, a colourful old woman who brightens Evelyn's outlook by sharing tales from her past. As 
Ninny recounts the exploits of her free-spirited sister-in-law Idgie in the 1920s, and the bond Idgie shared 
with her friend Ruth, Evelyn gains the confidence to change her own life for the better. Stars Kathy Bates 
and Jessica Tandy.

USA English-100 1991 RPT PG a l s v w Y

2024-02-03 0815 Drama Coco Avant Chanel
Amelie star Audrey Tautou stars as legendary fashion designer Coco Chanel in this biopic from director 
Anne Fontaine. The story follows Coco's rise from obscure beginnings as a seamstress to the top of the 
Parisian fashion world. Also stars Benoit Poelvoorde and Alessandro Nivola.

FRANCE
English-50; French-

50
2009 RPT PG l s Y

2024-02-03 1015 Drama Farewell, Mr. Haffman
In 1942 Paris, a jeweller's assistant and his employer must face German occupation. They both are forced to 
strike a deal which, over the following months, will upend the fate of all concerned. Directed by Fred 
Cavaye, starring Daniel Auteuil, Gilles Lellouche, Sara Giraudeau.

BELGIUM French-100 2021 RPT M a v Y

2024-02-03 1225 Comedy Blow Dry

A hilarious story about love, happiness - and great hair! As the 2000 National Hair Championships descend 
upon a small town in England, the country's top stylists aren't expecting much from the local talent. But 
they didn't count on Phil Allen, the retired golden boy of the competition circuit, entering the fray! Stars 
Alan Rickman, Natasha Richardson and Bill Nighy.

USA English-100 2001 RPT M a l s 

2024-02-03 1405 Comedy Sometimes Always Never

Sharp of both suit and vocabulary, Bill Nighy is winningly deadpan as Scrabble-obsessed Merseyside tailor 
Alan, whose eldest son Michael stormed out of the house after a particularly heated round of the popular 
board game, never to return. Years later, Alan and his other son Peter (Sam Riley) continue the search while 
trying to repair their own strained relationship.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2018 RPT PG a s Y Y

2024-02-03 1545 Animation Steamboy
In 1860s Britain, a boy inventor finds himself caught in the middle of a deadly conflict over a revolutionary 
advance in steam power. The most expensive Japanese animation film made at the time, from famed 
manga writer-director Katsuhiro Otomo. Voiced by Patrick Stewart, Anna Paquin and Alfred Molina.

JAPAN English-100 2005 RPT PG



2024-02-03 1805 Drama Brideshead Revisited

Whilst at Oxford University, a chance encounter with the charming and decadent Sebastian Flyte (Ben 
Whishaw), son of Lord and Lady Marchmain (Michael Gambon and Emma Thompson), draws Charles Ryder 
(Matthew Goode) into the exclusive world of British high society. For the impressionable Charles, 
Sebastian’s world of money, glamour and outrageous behaviour makes for a seductive cocktail.

ITALY English-100 2008 RPT PG a n s Y Y

2024-02-03 2030 Drama Benediction
STAR-STUDDED 
SATURDAYS

Soldier Siegfried Sassoon returns from World War I and becomes a vocal critic of the government's 
continuation of the war. Adored by the stars of London's literary world, Sassoon's experiences inspire him 
to write poetry about the horrors of battle. Directed and written by Terence Davies, starring Jack Lowden, 
Thom Ashley, Orlando Jopling.

USA English-100 2021 M a Y Y

2024-02-03 2305 Drama Nymphomaniac Vol 2

Nymphomaniac Volume II continues with the story of self-diagnosed nymphomaniac Joe (Charlotte 
Gainsbourg) exploring her adulthood, during which her journey of self-discovery leads to darker 
complications. Volume II stars Jamie Bell, Willem Dafoe, Mia Goth and Jean-Marc Barr in addition to Stellan 
Skarsgard, Stacy Martin and Shia LaBeouf.

 English-100 2013 RPT MA a l n s v w Y Y

2024-02-03 2515 Drama 7:20 Once A Week

Manuel and Julia meet by chance one evening and spend an intense night together. Both of them are 
married, but they decide to meet once a week. The relationship leads them to wonder about the possibility 
of a different choice, the realisation that maybe they deserve something more. Directed by Matias Bize and 
stars Eva Arias and Josue Guerrero.

DOMINICAN 
REPUBLIC

Spanish-100 2018 RPT MA a s Y

2024-02-03 2640 Drama Chocolat

A young French woman returns to the vast silence of West Africa to contemplate her childhood days in a 
colonial outpost in Cameroon. Above all, her memories revolve around Protee – the family's servant, and 
her complex relationship with him considering racial tensions in the colony, and his status in comparison to 
her own. Directed by Claire Denis.

FRANCE
French-70; English-

15; Hausa-15
1988 RPT M a l n v Y

2024-02-03 2840 Drama Menashe
Performed entirely in Yiddish, a language not used in cinema for many decades, MENASHE follows a kind, 
hapless grocery store clerk as he struggles to make ends meet and responsibly parent his young son, Rieven. 
Directed, Joshua Z Weinstein, starring Menashe Lustig, Ruben Niborski, Yoel Weisshaus.

ISRAEL
Yiddish-33.34; 
English-33.33; 
Spanish-33.33

2017 RPT PG a Y


